This is not a feature of Tiki and more of a community/content management idea. Thus, it should not be here. Please see where.

Parallel pages in a wiki are distinct pages that should not be distinct, but rather should be merged.

For example, User 1 creates a page called "Toledo" and User 147, not knowing that "Toledo" exists, creates "Toledo, Ohio". Once the parallel pages are created they will sow confusion as they may contain different answers to the same question.

**To Fix**

1. Somebody should redirect one page to the other.

2. or copy the content over from the second page, add it to the first, delete the second page and add an alias to the first page.

Naming conventions are used to reduce parallel pages, and in Tikiwiki similar pages can be used to warn users against creating multiple versions of the same thing.

**Alias**

- Parallel page